
Nikhef PhD Council Minutes

10th March 2022
Present:
Alexandra, Alessio, Dylan, Serena, Emily, Aleksandra, Gijs, Bouke

1. Report
➔ Everyone written their part and Gijs looked over the summaries
➔ Improvements among planning and evaluation
➔ Page 3 point 4 (Bouke)
➔ Correlation can it be made if only a few people filled in from year 4?
➔ Overall looks good
➔ Shall we add graphs? Yes, two will be added from Serena and Alex

◆ Only add if needed
➔ Percentages replaced with fractions of people answered (not everyone answered every

questions)
➔ PhD not P.h.D
➔ Structure: small intro, summary results in bullet points, action points in bullet points
➔ Take to Juan and see what he says
➔ Need to have the data and surveys saved and google links
➔ Saved as pdf
➔ Emily and Dylan won’t be here and they are both on the c3 section, this should be fine

2. Jamboree meeting
➔ Need to reply to Jacco about a session plan
➔ Supervision results not really relevant, previous session planned was all about this and

getting more feedback
➔ Feeding back results to PhDs in March at topical lectures
➔ PhD hell and Nobel prize?
➔ Need some ideas to discuss with Juan next week

3. Social Events
➔ Need to ask if we have a budget for social events
➔ This might be regulated and need more structure and organisation depending on how

we organise it
➔ Need someone to replace Alex to organise this
➔ Emily will help with this

4. Chair replacement
➔ Serena will leave the PhD council, she will step down as chair and the end of March and

then leave shortly after (with some time to ensure we have enough support)



➔ Explained chair and secretary roles
➔ Will have elections w/c 21st March

FOR NEXT WEEK:
Jamboree ideas
Finish report


